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About This Game

Magic is not an art or religion. Magic is a craft.

Experience an amazing and unforgettable adventure set in a dark fantasy universe!

Spellcrafter is an RPG game with deep tactical turn-based combat and a unique spell casting system. Explore the magical world,
collect gold, interact with NPCs, take quests and make moral choices! Recruit heroes, assemble and summon powerful troops

and send them into battle!

The unique feature of Spellcrafter is the spell casting system. The game recognizes the sign you draw on the screen and
automatically chooses the appropriate spell from the spellbook. If you don’t remember the correct sign you are able to consult

the spellbook, but beware! Reaching for the spellbook takes additional time and the quicker you cast your spell, the more
powerful it will be!
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The game is divided into 3 acts. Each act tells a part of a compelling and magical story about the nature of reality, power and
morality. Additionally, each act features 3 levels with a different setting and a different playable character (human,

necromancer, elf).
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Title: Spellcrafter
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Jujubee S.A.
Publisher:
Jujubee S.A.
Release Date: 4 May, 2015
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This is stupidly good for what it is! Silly and solid JRPG!. Really great game that isn't turns based. PVP or story based play.
Kind of bummed about the microtransaction aspect part of this.
It would be great if you could trade your minions for gems.
However, the game combines a lot of great aspects to keep you coming back.. While the concept is interesting and creative, the
game is extremely buggy and I cannot recommend it in its current state.. Playing this in VIVE VR is AMAZING.

First time playing I had to give up. I couldn't even get the 3 dummies into the dumpster.

Next day it took me a while to get the controls down, but once you do! I'm doing DEATH SPINS.

I laugh at scooping up zombies. The ragdolls are hilarious.

LOVE this game. Not enough to warrent purchase.

. Makes me proud to be a Canadian, truly the country's best contribution to the world.. Nekopara with demon/monster girls...
and a witch... I guess?
Lots of top tier girls with cute traits and as usual Sayori's art is beautiful.

Definitely a must buy for those who look for a cozy visual novel without any gameplay or choices outside of a "Which girl
would you fancy next?" route selection.
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Having fun with the auto-aim ships. Fun game, reminds me a LOT of marble madness and others. It's got its quirks but it is still
an early game. If they work out all the kinks, it will be a great game. Level design is really nice, very surreal and atmospheric.
All in all, I think Polyball is pretty fun and challenging. THIS IS THE GREATEST RETRIBUTION OF ALL TIME!. Where I
yet have no idea what to do with the Space Marines, the Tau feel like they can play any number of roles from tanky\/smashy to
sneaky\/snipey\/agile. Its good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665although the moment someone flanks you, you're dead.
Decent balance, I suppose.. The game is really fun and the combat is not boring. The art style of the game is unique and makes
the experience of playing through it even better. The story of the game is interesting and keeps you wanting to play to the end..
Soundtrack and game environment are nicely done, but the gameplay is lacking; too much awkward platforming.. very good
simple 3rd person shooting-gallery game on the Wild West with cartoon graphic, it is worth the price
want to be a gunslinger? you can :-). It was okay.. You should buy Star Vikings. It is a game with a fantastic gameplay for
those who enjoy puzzles. The Vikings attack the snails with hits that cause chain reactions creating a very good feel.
The music and all sound effects are exciting. It is a casual game in its essence but you need a lot of intelligence to do
well in puzzles. I really liked it.. XXX_STEEL_ST0RM_XXX
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